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1. Introduction

Due to their complexity, calculations for multi-jet processes at particle colliders require au-
tomated computer programs. Parton-level automation was established for tree-level calculations
almost two decades ago [1–5]. First of all it is the multitude of processes and Feynman graphs that
necessitate automation, but also the phase space integration to obtain distributions of observables
is highly non-trivial. The observables usually include phase space cuts that leave the Monte Carlo
method of numerical integration as the only option. Since the amplitudes involved must then be
evaluated numerically for each of the many generated phase space points, it turns out to be most
efficiently performed via numerical recursion, completely avoiding large expressions.

When hadrons are involved as scattering particles, then the calculation of differential cross
sections requires the factorization of the high-energy degrees of freedom of the scattering process
from the low-energy degrees of freedom related to the structure of the hadrons. The former can be
completely determined via perturbation theory, while the latter involves non-perturbative ingredi-
ents. Factorization is established using the parton model of hadrons, and hard scattering process is
described by the partonic cross section, while the relevant structure of the hadron is encoded into
parton distribution functions (PDFs).

In the well-established collinear factorization, the initial-state partons are considered to be on-
shell, and most automated programs are restricted to this application. When the energy fraction x of
the intial-state hadron passed to the initial-state parton involved in the hard scattering is small, then
the momentum components kµ

T transverse to the momentum of the intital-state hadron can often
not be considered to be negligible anymore. In this picture of kT -factorization, or high-energy
factorization, the initial-state partons cannot be on-shell [6, 7]. KaTie [8] is an automated parton-
level event generator that can deal with such factorization approaches. On the technical level, the
most essential difference is in the amplitudes associated with the scatting processes, which now
have space-like, rather than light-like, partons. They need to be defined and calculated without
breaking gauge invariance, and in KaTie the method of [9] is applied. In [10] it is pointed out how
QED gauge invariance – an issue the non-triviality of which was highlighted recently in [11] – is
ensured too. KaTie has been used in several recent phenomenological studies [12–14]. The fact
that it can produce parton-level event files with space-like initial-state partons opens the possibility
to match it with a parton shower without the need to compromise the kinematics [15].

This write-up reports on recent developments and updates, in particular the possibility to use
KaTie for calculations in Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS).

2. Updates

KaTie can be obtained from

http://bitbucket.org/hameren/katie/downloads

Installation is rather straightforward, and is described, together with the further steps to be taken in
order to arrive at event files, in the manual included in the package. Only a few more updates are
reported here.

KaTie generates parton-level event files in the LHEF format [16] or a custom format, that
can be used to obtain parton-level distributions of observables, or can be fed to a parton shower
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program. There is also the possibility to use KaTie itself to create histogram files for the desired
observables. It takes three steps to arrive at the event files:

1. generation and compilation of source files specific to the requested scattering process. This
takes very little time.

2. optimization of the phase space. This takes more time.

3. generation of the event files. This takes most time.

No actual timing numbers are given above because it completely depends on e.g. how many final-
state jets are requested. Several event files can be created in parallel by running an executable with
different input seeds of the random number generator. These are then merged into an single file
for which any set of events can be used for an unbiased estimate of the desired observables. One
update is that this merging procedure can now be performed by a small FORTRAN program, for
which a template is provided, and which can be adapted by the user to accommodate reweighting,
and can already produce histograms of arbitrary distributions.

A single input file contains all information regarding the desired process. It must include a list
of partonic sub processes the user wants to be include, e.g. two possible processes for dijets are

process = g g -> g g

process = g g -> u u~

etc. The format has been simplified, and now options departing from defaults can be included
separated by commas, e.g.

process = g g -> u u~ , factor = Nf

The default factor is 1. The desired powers of couplings in case of electro-weak interactions can
now be included this way, or set for all processes e.g. with a line

pNonQCD = 2 0 0

For the study in [14] it was essential to have the possibility for different sets of transverse moment
dependent PDFs (TMDs) for each of the scattering hadrons. This is achieved with, for example

tmdTableDir = /home/user/projects/protongrids/

tmdpdf A = g gluon.dat

tmdpdf A = u uQuark.dat

tmdpdf A = u~ uBar.dat

tmdTableDir = /home/user/projects/iongrids/

tmdpdf B = g gluon.dat

tmdpdf B = u uQuark.dat

tmdpdf B = u~ uBar.dat

Here it was assumed that the TMD grid files are in different directories, but have the same name,
which however is not necessary. The letter A refers to the positive-rapidity initial state, and the
letter B to the negative-rapidity initial state. In the process list, they refer to partons as B A -> 1

2 3 etc. So the first one is B and the second one A.
It is now possible to include more complicated cuts and weight factors by providing pseudo

FORTRAN source code, like
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cut source = if ({rapidity|1|}.gt.{rapidity|2|}) then

cut source = if ({pT|2|1,2,3|}.lt.30d0) REJECT

cut source = endif

and

weight factor = {pT|1|}**4/(1d0+{pT|1|}**2)**2

Also, now it is possible to set a separate renormalization scale, and separate factorization scales for
each initial-state side e.g.

renormalization scale = ({pT|1|}+{pT|2|}+{ET|3|}+{ET|4|})/2

scaleA = {pT|1|}+{pT|2|}+91.2d0

scaleB = ({pT|1|}+{pT|2|}+{pT|3|}+{pT|4|})/4

One major update is the possibility to create event files relevant for DIS. Partonic sub processes
must be set as, for dijets for example,

process = DIS g -> g g

process = DIS u -> g u

process = DIS u~ -> g u~

The, for example, first process line implies the process e- g -> g g e-, so the initial-state elec-
tron has negative rapidity. The user should not forget to set the proper number of electro-weak
interactions, so at least

pNonQCD = 2 0 0

The user can set beam energies EbeamPosRap and EbeamNegRap, but also the equivalents EbeamA
and EbeamB, or EbeamHadron and EbeamElectron. This is also possible processes other than
DIS. In order to set cuts involving the final-state electron, it is indicated by the word lepton (or
electron or positron), for example

cut = {energy|lepton|} > 11

cut = {theta|lepton|} > 30

cut = {plus|1+2+lepton|} > 35

In this example, the kinematical variable plus is introduced, refering to the value of E− pz of the
momentum represented by the argument, that is the Lorentz-invariant product of this momentum
with nµ

+ = (1,0,0,1). Of course, also minus is available. Other available variables useful for DIS
are {Qsquare}=Q2, {inelast}=y, and {xBjorken}=xB, satisfying xBy = Q2/E2

cm. These three
variables do not take arguments. Furthermore, there are deltaRbreit and pTbreit, referring to
∆R and pT in the Breit-frame of the difference between the momenta of the initial-state electron
and the final-state electron. For e+p scattering, the keyword is DIS+, while DIS- is equivalent to
DIS.

3. A possible application for DIS

Recently, forward-forward dijet correlation data measured at ATLAS for proton-proton and
proton-lead collisions [17] were studied in the context of, among other things, gluon saturation [18].
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The calculations were performed within the so-called Improved Transverse Momentum factoriza-
tion [19], but one essential ingredient, namely a momentum inbalance for the final-state jets, is
already present in lowest order hybrid high-energy factorization [20]. The momentum inbalance is
necessary to have a non-trivial distribution for the angle between the jets, and its shape close to the
back-to-back configuration is sensitive to saturation. It is also essential for the low-x parton to be a
gluon. This situation can also be achieved for dijets at electron-hadron colliders.
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Figure 1: On the right is the normalized distribution of the angle between the final-state electron and the two
jets for dijets in DIS at EIC-like kinematics. The left plot shows the normalized distribution of the energy
fraction x passed from the hadron to the initial state gluon. In this plot, the Parton Branching TMD [21] is
included, because it is valid over the whole phase space and ensures that the cuts are appropriate. The dif-
ferent colors for the other TMDs correspond to different rates of saturation, included via different strengths
of the non-linearity in the evolution.

Figure 1 shows results of calculations at EIC-like kinematics. The relevant observable sensitive
to the final-state momentum inbalance, and therefore potentially to saturation, is the angle be-
tween the final-state electron and the two jets (this observable has been studied in other contexts in
e.g. [22,23]). One can observe that different rates of saturation included in the Kutak-Sapeta gluon
distributions [24] lead to distinguishable shapes for the angle distribution.
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